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Many physical systems can be modeled as
rigid bodies interacting with fluids.
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For a structured overview, see the work of Chambrion-Munnier,
Kanso-Rowley-Marsden, Kelly-Rowland etc.



Fluid-structure interactions are
hard to model mathematically.

We consider the motion of a rigid body in a perfect fluid (no
viscosity and ∇ · u = 0). The body exerts an influence on the fluid,
and vice versa:

∂u

∂t
+ u · ∇u = −∇p + Fbody,

and
IΩ̇ + Ω× IΩ = Ffluid.

Problems:

I What are Fbody and Ffluid?

I How can we incorporate additional assumptions?



Vorticity is a useful quantity in fluid dynamics

Vorticity:
ω = ∇× u

I ω describes the (local) rotation of the fluid;

I It is advected with the flow:

∂ω

∂t
+ u · ∇ω = 0.

Movie by Ivan Bermejo-Moreno.



Assumptions on the vorticity field
make the problem easier to handle. . .

I Potential flow: Kirchhoff equations (1877);

I Circulation: Chaplygin-Lamb equations (1933);

I Point vortices: Shashikanth, Marsden, Burdick, Kelly (SMBK,
2002) and Borisov, Mamaev, Ramodanov (BMR, 2003).



. . . although this is often relative.

BMR SMBK

Complicated Poisson bracket Complicated Hamiltonian



The SMBK/BMR dichotomy resembles
the Kaluza-Klein description of charged particles

Charged particle Fluid-solid problem

U(1) Diffvol

charge e vorticity ω
vector potential A connection form A
magnetic field B magnetic two-form βµ

Lorentz force Kutta-Joukowski force

Minimal coupling SMBK equations
Modified symplectic picture BMR equations



Objectives of this talk

We will study the dynamics of a rigid body interacting with an
inviscid and incompressible fluid.

Using geometry, we will

I model fluid-solid interactions in a unified way;

I discover completely new descriptions of rigid bodies in fluids;

I describe control algorithms for fluid manipulation;

I talk a little bit about subriemannian geometry.



The fluid-solid configuration space consists of
fluid embeddings and elements of SE (2)

We label each fluid particle by its initial location, and track its
motion as a function of time. If the initial label space is denoted
by F0, then the configuration space is

Q ⊂ Embvol(F0,R2)× SE (2).

Boundary condition: (ϕ, g) ∈ Q if and only if Imϕ = Img (no
cavitation/interpenetration).



The group Diffvol acts on the configuration space
by particle relabelings

I The group Diffvol of volume-preserving diffeomorphisms of F0

acts on Q from the right:

(ϕ, g) · φ = (ϕ ◦ φ, g)

for all φ ∈ Diffvol and (ϕ, g) ∈ Q.

I Physically: the fluid is indifferent to the way in which we label
individual fluid particles (particle relabeling symmetry).

I This action makes Q into a principal fiber bundle.



The vorticity field is the momentum map
of the particle relabeling symmetry

I The particle relabeling symmetry induces a momentum map

J : T ∗Q → X∗vol

given by J(α, π) = dα, or by identifying TQ and T ∗Q:
J(u,V) = ∇× u (vorticity).

I It turns out that X∗vol
∼= dΩ1(F0). For µ ∈ X∗vol, define

Diffvol,µ = {φ ∈ Diffvol : φ∗µ = µ}.

I Marsden-Weinstein reduction: for each regular value µ of J,
the quotient

J−1(µ)/Diffvol,µ

is again a symplectic manifold.



Cotangent bundle reduction provides a convenient
description of the reduced phase space

Let π : Q → Q/G be a principal fiber bundle with connection
one-form A : TQ → g. Let µ ∈ g∗ and put Aµ := 〈µ,A〉.

I There exists a unique 2-form βµ, called the magnetic form, on
Q/Gµ such that

π∗µβµ = dAµ,
∼= Bµ (curvature)

where πµ : Q → Q/Gµ is the quotient map.

I There exists a symplectic embedding

ϕµ : (J−1(µ)/Gµ,Ωµ) ↪→ (T ∗(Q/Gµ),Ωcan − βµ).

(cotangent bundle reduction — embedding version).



Reduced models are obtained by
factoring out the symmetry groups

1. Consider the motion of a fluid and a rigid body as geodesic
motion on

Emb(F0,R2)× SE (2)

with respect to the kinetic energy metric (Arnol’d).

2. Do symplectic reduction with respect to the particle relabeling
group to incorporate assumptions on the vorticity.

3. Get rid of residual Euclidian symmetry.



Lamb (1896) already envisioned reduction for fluids...

Lamb (1896), §144

To some writers the matter has presented itself as a much simpler one.

The problems are brought at one stroke under the sway of the ordinary

formula of Dynamics by the imagined introduction of an infinite number

of ‘ignored co-ordinates,’ which would specify the configuration of the

various particles of the fluid. The corresponding components of

momentum are assumed all to vanish, with the exception (in the case of

a cyclic region) of those which are represented by the circulations

through the several apertures.



What happens if we move the rigid body?

I If we move the rigid body with velocity (Ω,V), the fluid is set
is motion. The fluid motion is given by ∇Φ, where Φ solves

∇2Φ = 0 and
∂Φ

∂n
= (V + Ω× X) · n on ∂F

I The map (Ω,V) 7→ ∇Φ determines a connection.

I Example: unit speed motion

Φx = −R
X

X 2 + Y 2



The fluid responds linearly to rigid body motions

I Lamb’s observation: an arbitrary solution of the Neumann
equation can be written as

Φ = VxΦx + VyΦy + ΩΦΩ,

where the elementary velocity potentials Φx ,Φy ,ΦΩ encode
the fluid response in the x , y and θ-direction.

I Unit disc:

Φx = −R
X

X 2 + Y 2
, Φy = −R

Y

X 2 + Y 2
, ΦΩ = 0.

I Φx , Φy , ΦΩ are all harmonic. Denote by Ψx etc. the
harmonic conjugates.



The Neumann connection encodes
the fluid-structure interaction

I The map (Ω,V) 7→ ∇Φ is the horizontal lift map of a
connection in the bundle

π : Q → Q/Diffvol(F0) = SE (2),

called the Neumann connection.

I The horizontal projector is the projection onto the gradient
part in the Helmholtz-Hodge decomposition u = ∇Φ + uv .



The curvature of the Neumann connection has
a simple fluid-dynamical interpretation

I Question: move the rigid body around in a closed loop. Will
the fluid particles also return to their original location?

I Failure of fluid particles to return to their original locations:
geometric phase due to curvature of the Neumann connection.



The rigid body with circulation can be modeled
as a vortex problem

I Circulation Γ around a rigid body: measures how many times
fluid “goes round” the body. Modeled by placing a point
vortex of strength Γ at the center of the body.

I Kutta-Joukowski theorem:

An airfoil in an airstream with velocity Ve iα

and circulation Γ experiences a lift force F =
ρΓVe−iα.

F

V

Γ

I (Partially) Explanation of why aircraft fly.

Underlying geometry: The KJ force is the gyroscopic force
generated by the curvature of the Neumann connection.



The reduced phase space can be obtained by reduction

I Circulation Γ: element (0, Γ) ∈ X∗vol. Γ remains constant
along a material loop (Kelvin’s theorem):

(Diffvol)(0,Γ) = Diffvol.

I Reduced phase space:

J−1(0, Γ)/Diffvol
∼= T ∗SE (2).

I Magnetic symplectic form (at the identity e ∈ SE (2)):

ΩB(e) = Ωcan(e)− Γe∗x ∧ e∗y .

This holds for arbitrary shapes; moreover Γe∗x ∧ e∗y is the
Γ-component of the curvature of the Neumann connection.



The Poisson bracket is obtained by
factoring out the SE (2)-symmetry

I Do one further Poisson reduction to obtain system on se(2)∗

with bracket

{F ,G}B = {F ,G}se(2)∗ − Γ

(
∂F

∂Px

∂G

∂Py
− ∂F

∂Py

∂G

∂Px

)
.

I Kinetic energy Hamiltonian:

H(π) =
1

2
πT (Mb + Mf )−1π

where Mb is the mass + inertia matrix, while Mf contains
virtual masses and moments of inertia.

I Mf is not diagonal:

Mf =

(
If A

AT mf

)
.

Coupling between rotational and translational motion.



The reduced equations of motion are
the Chaplygin-Lamb equations

I The angular and linear momentum (Π,P) of the rigid body
are related to its angular and linear velocity (Ω,V) by

Π = (Ib + If )Ω + A · V
P = AΩ + (mb + mf )V,

where If , A and mf encode the effects of the fluid.

I Equations of motion:

Π̇ = (P× V) · b3

Ṗ = P× Ωb3 + Γb3 × V

I Term Γb3 × V in coordinates: Γ(−Vy ,Vx). Kutta-Joukowski
force in terms of curvature as a gyroscopic force.



The system evolves on magnetic symplectic leaves

I Magnetic symplectic structure: symplectic leaves are orbits of
an affine action.

I Parabolae of revolution:

Π = α− 1

Γ
‖P‖2

Notice the singular limit Γ→ 0.

I Orbits: intersection of symplectic leaves and energy ellipsoid.



The system is generically integrable

(Circulation Movie)


circulation.mpg
Media File (video/mpeg)




The CL equations describe geodesic flow
on the oscillator group

I Recall the Kaluza-Klein description for charged magnetic
particle. Is there a similar geodesic description for rigid body
with circulation?

I At first sight no, because of magnetic term in Poisson bracket:

{F ,G}B = {F ,G}se(2)∗ − Γ

(
∂F

∂Px

∂G

∂Py
− ∂F

∂Py

∂G

∂Px

)
.

I Yes, if you extend the configuration space to the oscillator
group

0→ R→ Osc→ SE (2)→ {e}.



The oscillator group is a central extension of SE (2)

I The oscillator group is a central extension of SE (2). On the
level of Lie-Poisson bracket on osc∗ with coordinates
{Π,Px ,Py , p} :

{Px ,Py} = p, {Π,Px} = −Py , {Π,Py} = Px .

Cocycle: left-invariant extension of e∗x ∧ e∗y on SE (2).

I Lie-Poisson equations on osc∗ ↔ geodesic equations on Osc:

Π̇ = (P× V) · b3

Ṗ = P× Ωb3 + pb3 × V

ṗ = 0.

I Put p = Γ to recover circulation equations.



The rigid body with circulation as a subriemannian control
problem

I We have a distribution of admissible directions D on a
manifold Q, and a metric g defined only on D. The goal is to
go from A to by B by the “shortest possible” path.

I D is supposed to be completely nonholonomic: every two
points can be reached by a curve tangent to D.
Mathematically:

TQ = D ⊕ [D,D]⊕ [D, [D,D]]⊕ · · ·



The Raft of Edgar Allan Poe

You find yourself shipwrecked on a raft.
The raft can be controlled in two ways:

I By turning the raft around the
center of mass

I By peddling. The effect of this is
to go forward and turn:

There’s a huge vortex approaching you (non-zero circulation), so
you better start figuring out how to control this raft fast!



The raft can be described as a subriemannian system on
the oscillator group

I The configuration manifold is the oscillator group.

I Control vector fields

u1 = (eθ)L and u2 = (ex + eθ)L.

Distribution: D = span{u1,u2}.
I Subriemannian metric:

‖u1‖ = ‖u2‖ = 1, u1 · u2 = 0.

I Everything is left-invariant.



Subriemannian geodesics are curves of extremal distance

Some geodesics are solutions of the geodesic equations

q̇i =
∂H

∂pi
and q̇i = −∂H

∂qi
,

with H the subriemannian Hamiltonian, but not all. In our case,

H(Π,Px ,Py , p) = Π2 + ΠPx +
1

2
P2
x .



Subriemannian geometry allows for abnormal geodesics

I Some curves minimize distance without being a solution of
the geodesic equations: abnormal minimizers.

I Sussmann’s prescription (see notes) gives us a large family of
abnormal minimizers on four-dimensional spaces, e.g. Osc.

I The flow of (eθ)L (rotation without moving) is an abnormal
minimizers.



A practical application: particle manipulation

I Goal: control individual fluid particles through cyclic rigid
body manipulations.

I Cyclic, small-scale rigid-body motions: important in eg. ciliary
motion.

I Disclaimer: this is just a proof-of-concept.

(Work with Y. Or and S. Kelly)



Particle manipulation by cyclic gaits appears in nature...

(Vorticella Movie)


vorticella.mp4
Media File (video/mp4)




... and engineering
Abrasion of brittle surfaces by glass beads. Movie by Stuart Smith,
UNC Charlotte.

(Abrasion Movie)


insitutec.mp4
Media File (video/mp4)




Particle manipulation involves the holonomy of the
Neumann connection

I Holonomy: cyclic changes in
the input parameters produce a
net drift in the outputs.

I Here: cyclic body motions give
rise to particle drift.

In other words, we need to determine the holonomy of the
Neumann connection.



There is a feedback control strategy for particle
manipulation
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I Design of gait: based on symmetries of the connection.

I Analysis of the motion: Lie-algebraic series expansions.

I Model independence: works for spheres in Stokes flow too.



The control loop can be analysed
using the Neumann curvature

I Use the curvature of the Neumann connection and its
covariant derivatives as a “roadmap.”

I Magnus expansion: displacement after one cyclic gait is given
by φ = exp(u), where

u = −1

2
Bij
∫

dx idx j − 1

6
∇iBjk

∫
dx idx jdxk + · · ·

where the integrals depend only on the path in shape space, B
is the curvature and ∇B, . . . its covariant derivatives.



The higher-order curvature invariants of the Neumann
connection can be generated recursively

Bxy =
4

(x2 + y 2)3

(
y
∂

∂x
− x

∂

∂y

)

∇xBxy =

[
∇Φx −

∂

∂x
,Bxy

]
=

8xy
3(x2 + y 2)− 4

(x2 + y 2)5

∂

∂x
− 4

(
5x4 − 7x2 − y 4 + (4x2 + 1)y 2

)
(x2 + y 2)5

∂

∂y
.



The Magnus expansion approximates the particle drift

For a circular gait of radius ε, we have



Conclusions

Symplectic reduction provides a powerful framework to describe
fluid-structure interactions.

Other applications include:

I Interactions with vortex rings/sheets;

I Geometric swimming.



Thank you for your time
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